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The standard cosmological model determined from the accurate cosmic microwave background
measurements made by the Planck satellite implies a value of the Hubble constant H0 that is 4.2 standard
deviations lower than the one determined from type Ia supernovae. The Planck best fit model also predicts
higher values of the matter density fraction Ωm and clustering amplitude S8 compared to those obtained
from the Dark Energy Survey Year 1 data. Here we show that accounting for the enhanced recombination
rate due to additional small-scale inhomogeneities in the baryon density may solve both the H0 and the
S8-Ωm tensions. The additional baryon inhomogeneities can be induced by primordial magnetic fields
present in the plasma prior to recombination. The required field strength to solve the Hubble tension is just
what is needed to explain the existence of galactic, cluster, and extragalactic magnetic fields without relying
on dynamo amplification. Our results show clear evidence for this effect and motivate further detailed
studies of primordial magnetic fields, setting several well-defined targets for future observations.
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The standard Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model of
cosmology has withstood two decades of testing against
the ever improving observational data. However, with
multiple independent types of measurements producing
very accurate results over the past few years, some
tensions between the ΛCDM parameters obtained from
different datasets have emerged. Most notable of them is
the discrepancy between the value of the Hubble
constant H0 inferred from the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) measurements by Planck [1] and the
one obtained from type Ia supernovae (SNIa) and certain
other types of measurements in the z ∼ 0.01–1 redshift
range. In particular, the Planck best fit value of H0 ¼
67.36� 0.54 km s−1 Mpc−1 [1] agrees very well with
H0 ¼ 67.4þ1.1

−1.2 km s−1 Mpc−1 obtained from the Dark
Energy Survey Year 1 (DES-Y1) clustering and weak
lensing data combined with baryon acoustic oscillation
(BAO) measurements from a variety of spectroscopic
surveys [2]. But it is significantly (4.2σ) lower
than H0 ¼ 73.5� 1.4 km s−1 Mpc−1 measured by the
Supernovae H0 for the Equation of State of Dark
Energy (SH0ES) Collaboration [3] using SNIa luminos-
ities calibrated on Cepheid variable stars. SNIa studies
using alternative calibration methods also find higher
values of H0 [4–7] (see Ref. [8] for a discussion).
Determinations of H0 that do not rely on SNIa
include the Megamaser Cosmology Project (MCP) [9]
that obtained H0 ¼ 73.9� 3.0 km s−1 Mpc−1 [10] from
very-long-baseline interferometry observations of water
masers orbiting supermassive black holes, and the H0
Lenses in COSMOGRAILsWellspring (H0LiCOW) value

of H0 ¼ 73.3þ1.7
−1.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 [11] inferred from a joint

analysis of six gravitationally lensed quasars with
measured time delays.
Another, albeit somewhat weaker, tension exists between

the values of the amplitude of galaxy clustering S8 and the
matter fraction Ωm in the Planck best-fit model and those
inferred from the latest surveys of large scale structure.
Specifically, the Planck values are S8 ¼ 0.832� 0.013 and
Ωm ¼ 0.3153� 0.0073 [1], while the DES-Y1 weak lens-
ing and galaxy clustering data yields S8 ¼ 0.783þ0.021

−0.025 and
Ωm ¼ 0.264þ0.032

−0.019 [12].
Many extensions of the ΛCDM model have been

proposed with the aim of resolving the H0 problem (see
Ref. [13] for a review). Late-time dynamical dark energy or
modifications of gravity can reduce the tension [14–17],
but there is no evidence for them otherwise and, aside from
the higher value of H0, the dynamics of the Universe in the
z ∼ 0.1–1 redshift range is in good agreement with ΛCDM.
Importantly, a higher H0 is preferred by all measurements
that do not rely on our understanding of the recombination
history and the determination of the sound horizon at the
photon and the baryon decoupling epochs. If the sound
horizon at recombination happened to be smaller due to a
yet unaccounted effect, the observed angular acoustic
scales in the CMB anisotropies and galaxy density fluc-
tuations would imply a larger value of H0. This would
happen, for example, if the dark energy density became
dynamically important for a period of time before recom-
bination [18–21]. However, as recently pointed out in
Ref. [22], such early dark energy (EDE) would delay
the development of gravitational potentials, requiring a
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larger matter density to compensate and worsening the
S8-Ωm tension. The situation may be better when consid-
ering modifications in the neutrino sector of the standard
model [23].
In this Letter we show that both the H0 and the S8-Ωm

tensions may be greatly alleviated when allowing for small-
scale, mildly nonlinear inhomogeneities in the baryon
density shortly before recombination. Such baryon inho-
mogeneities are motivated by detailed studies of the
evolution of primordial magnetic fields (PMFs) before
recombination [24,25]. In a nutshell, on scales well below
the photon mean free path (and the Silk damping scale) the
effective speed of sound is far lower than that of a
relativistic plasma such that PMFs of relatively moderate
∼0.1 nano-Gauss (nG) strength [26] can generate baryon
inhomogeneities on ∼kpc scales. Based on a comprehen-
sive understanding of the PMF evolution in the early
Universe [27], the effect has been derived analytically
[24] and confirmed numerically [25]. In fact, the latter
study used the Planck 2013 CMB data with a variety of
other datasets to stringently constrain PMFs.
Even though small-scale baryon inhomogeneities on

∼kpc scales do not directly source CMB temperature and
polarization anisotropies, their existence impacts the
observed CMB anisotropies by profoundly changing the
ionization history, and therefore the epoch of recombination.
The ionization fraction χe is determined by a balance
between the recombination rate, proportional to the electron
density square n2e, and the ionization rate proportional to the
neutral hydrogen density nH. As any inhomogeneous uni-
verse has hn2ei > hnei2 ¼ hn2eijhomo, the average recombi-
nation rate is increased and the recombination occurs earlier
in an inhomogeneous universe. An earlier recombination, in
turn, reduces the sound horizon r� at recombination. The
corresponding impact on the CMB anisotropy spectra would
be a shift of the locations of all the acoustic peaks to smaller
scales. Since the positions of the peaks, lp ∝ rls=r�, are
measured with great accuracy by Planck, one would need a
smaller conformal distance to last scattering rls to compen-
sate for the shift, which requires a larger H0.
In Refs. [24,25] a baryon clumping factor b ¼ ðhn2bi −

hnbi2Þ=hnbi2 was introduced to gauge the amplitude of the
PMF generated inhomogeneities. Since the recombination
term is quadratic, one could naively expect that the
reduction of the ionization fraction in inhomogeneous
universes is fully determined by the average density and
the clumping factor alone, i.e., the first two moments of the
baryon density probability distribution function (PDF).
However, a more careful analysis shows that the reduction
of χe depends on all moments of the baryon density PDF. In
the absence of detailed knowledge of the PDF, we
employed two different PDFs implemented via a three-
zone model described below.
We have modified the publicly available code for

anisotropies in the microwave background (CAMB) [28]

to include the effects of small-scale baryon inhomogene-
ities on the recombination history. In particular, we make
the code RECFAST [29–31] calculate the evolution of χe
independently in three different zones, with the electron
density in each zone drawn from a PDF normalized to set
values of hnbi and b, and take the appropriate average. The
independent-zone approximation is well justified, since the
∼1 kpc length scale corresponding to the clumping effect is
much bigger than the mixing scale of ∼1 pc (comoving) set
by the diffusion length of baryons at recombination.
Turbulent mixing due to MHD turbulence, on the other
hand, is absent, since the plasma is in a low Reynolds
number viscous state due to the strong residual photon-
electron interactions.
Having three zones keeps the computational costs down,

while still demonstrating the importance of accounting for
the shape of the baryon density PDF. We have chosen two
distinct distributions, hereafter referred to as model 1 (M1)
and model 2 (M2), detailed in the Supplemental Material
[32]. M1 is the model used in Refs. [24,25], while M2 was
designed to show that the impact on recombination can be
weaker despite the PDF having the same second moment b.
In M2, only a tiny fraction of the total volume is in high
density regions, with more of the remaining volume
at densities close to the average. Models M1 and M2
approximately bracket the possibilities of a large number of
three-zone models with the same average baryon density
and clumping factor that we tried.
Having modified CAMB, we use CosmoMC [33] to

generate Markov chains and find the marginalized posterior
distributions for the cosmological parameters in the presence
of baryon clumping. We use the Planck 2018 temperature,
polarization, and CMB lensing spectra (TT,TE,EE+lowE+
lensing of Ref. [1]) hereafter called “Planck,” and the three
determinations of H0 by SH0ES, MCP, and H0LiCOW
referred to as “H3.”
Figure 1 shows the marginalized posterior distributions

for b andH0. Whereas we find no preferred clumping when
using only the CMB data, as in Ref. [25] (see the
Supplemental Material [32]), one can see that after includ-
ing the three H0 determinations into the analysis the
marginalized posterior probability clearly prefers clumping
of the order ∼0.5. Moreover, as expected, due to the
decreased sound horizon, the preferred value of the
Hubble constant is larger and in better agreement with
the H0 observations. A further increase in clumping seems
to be ruled out by the CMB data as it probably results in
unacceptably large distortions of the Silk damping tail,
precluding higher values of the inferred H0. While zero
clumping is essentially ruled out for both M1 and M2,
Fig. 1 demonstrates the fairly large dependence of the effect
on the yet unknown baryon density PDF. A more detailed
investigation is under way.
Further results of the effects of clumping on current

cosmological tensions may be observed in Fig. 2. The M1
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(M2) clumping model prefer Ωm ¼ 0.2873� 0.0064
(0.2926� 0.0064) and S8 ¼ 0.809� 0.012 (0.809�
0.012), significantly lower than in the Planck best fit
ΛCDM model and in good agreement with the values
determined from the DES-Y1 weak lensing and galaxy
clustering data independent of recombination physics. The
possible resolution of both tensions by one well-motivated
physical addition to ΛCDM, small-scale baryon clumping,
is graphically presented in the right panel of Fig. 2.
Depending on the baryon PDF, the Hubble constant tension
is reduced from 4.2σ to ≲2σ (≲3σ) for M1 (M2), whereas
the S8-Ωm tension is removed.

How does the addition of baryon clumping affect the
goodness of fit to the Planck CMB data? One can see in
Fig. 1 of the Supplemental Material [32] that without
allowing for clumping, ΛCDM prefers a lower value of
H0 even after adding the H3 data. The statistical weight of
the CMB dataset, which is both very large and very precise,
is much higher than that of the three H3 points and
adding the latter has limited impact on cosmological
parameters. Allowing for clumping using model 1 makes
the decisive difference, moving the best fit toH0 ¼ 71.03�
0.74 km s−1 Mpc−1 and a nonzero clumping value of b ¼
0.61þ0.16

−0.20 at 68% C.L. (þ0.35
−0.33 at 95% C.L.), while model 2

gives H0 ¼ 69.81� 0.62 km s−1 Mpc−1 and b ¼ 0.31�
0.11 at 68% C.L. (�0.22 at 95% C.L.)—a 4σ (3σ) detection
of clumping in M1 (M2). The mean χ2 of the l > 29 TT, TE,
and EE binned multipoles portion (the “Plik” part) for the
Planckþ H3 best-fit M1 model is larger than that of the
Planck ΛCDM by 6.7, which is comparable to the 1σ
uncertainty in χ2plik (see Table I in the Supplemental Material
[32]). This means that Planckþ H3 M1 is essentially as
good a fit to CMB as the Planck ΛCDM. A good statistical
measure for judging the goodness of fit of a particular model
to the CMB data is the probability to exceed (PTE).
Assuming the model is correct, the PTE quantifies the
probability of statistical fluctuations in the data resulting
in a worse fit. Taking only the Plik likelihood, the
Planck Collaboration finds PTE ≈ 0.2 for their best-fit model
(Table 20 of Ref. [34]). This drops to a PTE of ≈0.17–0.16
for both the Planckþ H3 best-fit M1 and M2, hardly a
serious degradation. However, it is the latter models that
alleviate the two existing tensions. The change in χ2 for the
Planck lower non-Gaussian multipoles and CMB lensing
is minor.
The impact of including additional datasets [12,35–39] is

discussed in the Supplemental Material [32]. In particular,
adding the BAO data [40]tend to reduce the value of H0 to

FIG. 2. The marginalized PDF contours for S8-Ωm (left) showing the mild tension between Planck and DES Y1 when interpreted
within ΛCDM and its resolution after accounting for clumping. The right panel shows how M1 and M2 simultaneously alleviate theH0

and S8 tensions. The shaded vertical regions show the 68% and 95% C.L. bands of H0 from SH0ES [3].

FIG. 1. The marginalized H0 PDF for the Planck best fit
ΛCDM model and the two baryon clumping models, M1 and
M2, fit to Planck combined with H3. The bottom panel shows the
PDF of the clumping parameter b. The shaded regions show the
68% and 95% C.L. of H0 from SH0ES [3].
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∼70.5 km s−1 Mpc−1 for M1. This is because the same
shift in the sound horizon requires a smaller adjustment of
H0 to preserve the angular scale of the acoustic feature
measured at low redshifts of z ∼ 0.5 compared to that at
z ∼ 1000. We note that adding the new parameter b results
in only minor changes to the tightness of the posterior
distributions of H0 and other ΛCDM parameters (see the
Supplemental Material [32]). This shows that clumping
really solves the tensions, as opposed to simply allowing
more parameter freedom to accommodate independent
datasets.
We have so far assumed that the mildly nonlinear

clumping is due to the existence of PMFs. Are there
alternative sources of baryon clumping? An excess of
small-scale power of inflationary adiabatic perturbations
would be erased by Silk damping. The situation is different
for small-scale isocurvature baryon fluctuations that
survive Silk damping but are, nevertheless, constrained
by big bang nucleosynthesis [41]. Taking the precise
inferences of the primordial deuterium abundance from
quasar absorption line systems at face value [42,43], even
mildly nonlinear isocurvature fluctuations should be ruled
out. PMFs have the advantage that they survive Silk
damping [44,45] and actively source the generation of
inhomogeneities only shortly before recombination and not
during the big bang nucleosynthesis. The same may apply
for cosmic string loops or accreting PBHs, however, it is
questionable if they can produce the large volume filling
baryon clumping as observed with PMFs.
Magnetic fields are ubiquitous in the universe, observed

essentially in all astrophysical environments, including ∼
micro-Gauss (μG) fields in galaxies and clusters of
galaxies. Whereas magnetic fields coherent on galactic
scales are often believed to result from the dynamo
amplification of a pre-existing seed field [46], such as that
produced in shocks during the collapse of the galaxy, the
origin of cluster magnetic fields could possibly be
explained by an interplay of galactic dynamos and out-
flows. More difficult is the explanation of ∼μG fields in
protogalaxies too young to have gone through the number
of revolutions necessary for the dynamo to work [47].
There is also indirect evidence from observations of γ rays
from TeV blazars for the existence of an essentially volume
filling magnetic field in cosmic voids [48–50]. Since the
field strength is likely weak, such fields may possibly be
explained by the combined action of outflows from many
galaxies. However, none of these astrophysical explana-
tions are well understood, or have been explicitly shown to
work. A magnetic field capable of generating baryon
density fluctuations with b ≈ 0.5 corresponds to a prere-
combination PMF of ∼0.07 nG comoving strength [25].
The PMF that survives to low redshifts may still be a factor
of 6 less (for nonhelical fields), depending on the magneto-
genesis scenario, resulting in ∼0.01 nG prestructure for-
mation fields (see discussion below). Such field strengths

are just of the right order to explain the cluster fields, which
require a precollapse magnetic field of ∼0.005 nG irre-
spective of its coherence length [51–53]. Thus, a discovery
of PMFs at recombination of this strength would have the
stunning byproduct of explaining entirely the galactic and
cluster magnetic fields, and the fields in the extragalactic
medium.
PMFs could have been generated during cosmological

first order phase transitions in the early Universe [54],
during inflation [55,56], or at the end of inflation [57] (see
Ref. [58] for a review). A detection of the PMF would offer
an invaluable insight into the physics of the early Universe
[59,60]. Inflationary models of magnetogenesis [55,56], by
nature, have to result in an approximately scale-invariant
PMF spectrum not to be ruled out. PMFs generated via
causal processes during phase transitions always develop a
unique blue Batchelor spectra with most power on very
small scales [61,62]. Once produced, their subsequent
evolution is much more dramatic than that of the infla-
tionary magnetic fields [27,63,64]. Because of the high
conductivity in the early Universe, magnetic helicity is
essentially conserved, whereas magnetic energy gets dis-
sipated. A causally produced PMF of considerable strength
will dissipate many orders of magnitude of its total initial
energy density prior to recombination, and a factor of
∼20–40 during or after recombination, depending on the
helicity. In general, fields of even a small initial magnetic
helicity will develop to be maximally helical during the
course of the evolution and decay slower afterwards
compared to their nonhelical counterparts. It is generally
believed that the cosmological electroweak transition, in
the best case, may only produce prerecombination fields of
∼0.1 nG when some initial helicity is present [65].
Interestingly, nonzero helicity has been linked to the
possible generation of the baryon asymmetry during the
electroweak transition [66], although the predicted helicity,
in units of the maximal one, can be at most hm ∼ 10−24

[65]. However, a much larger helicity of hm ∼ 10−3 is
required to achieve ∼0.1 nG fields before recombination
(see Fig. 19 of Ref. [27]). In this context, new develop-
ments in chiral MHD linking helicity to left-right-handed
particle asymmetries are worth noting [67,68]. On the other
hand, the mere presence of PMFs during the electroweak
transition has impact on the efficiency of baryogenesis
itself [69,70]. Last, but not least, the conclusions regarding
the requirements to produce ∼0.1 nG fields may be
changed by the possible discovery of magnetic inverse
cascades in nonhelical magnetic fields [71,72].
It is our belief that amending ΛCDM by clumping due to

magnetic fields is a very modest and physically reasonable
extension that shows promise to resolve the existing
tensions. Ultimately, the existence of PMFs may have to
be established by further smoking guns in future observa-
tions. For causally produced fields, an initial estimate
shows that a future mission like the primordial inflation
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explorer (PIXIE) [73], targeting the spectral distortions of
CMB, is sensitive enough to detect the dissipation of
magnetic fields at redshifts z ∼ 104. A competing effect
may be distortions in the spectrum due to Silk damping
[74]. The metric fluctuations induced by causal PMFs do
not make a detectable contribution to anisotropies in the
CMB, while a scale-invariant PMF can only make a
detectable impact if the field is of ∼1 nG strength
[75–81]—at least an order of magnitude stronger than that
required to produce a detectable clumping signature. The
next generation CMB polarization experiments, such as
probe of inflation and cosmic origins (PICO) [82] and
CMB-S4 [83], can probe scale-invariant PMFs of ∼0.1 nG
strength through measurements of the Faraday rotation
induced at the epoch of last scattering [84]. Additional
constraints on large scale magnetic fields come from
observations of cosmic rays [85,86].
In this Letter, we have shown that mildly nonlinear,

small-scale baryon inhomogeneities in the Universe
existing before recombination, as expected to naturally
emerge from ∼0.1 nG prerecombination PMFs [24,25],
show promise to resolve the Hubble tension. Such scenar-
ios result in an inevitable reduction of the sound horizon at
recombination, and thereby may bring local measurements
of H0 in agreement with the inferences from CMB.
Interestingly, if PMFs of such strength existed, the origin
of galactic, cluster, and extragalactic magnetic fields would
be explained.
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